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Europäische Forschungsgesellschaft Dünne Schichten e. V.

European Society of Thin Films

Gostritzer Straße 63, 01217 Dresden, Germany

Tel.: +49 351 8718370

Fax: +49 351 8718371

E-Mail: info@efds.org

www.efds.org/v2023
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V 2023 Programm
The V 2023 will address societal challenges such as climate protection and 
energy, sustainability, mobility and health, among others. 

Rapid changes in the Earth‘s climate and increasingly important geopolitical 
considerations have led to an urgent need to introduce self sufficient 
sustainable energy technologies in Europe. Vacuum, plasma and coating 
technologies are important key technologies for this transformation and 
offer great opportunities.

V Conference
The V Conference is the meeting place for the vacuum, plasma and coating 
industry.

Speakers and exhibitors from industry and academia present the latest  
developments and innovations in the industry to a knowledgeable audience.

Meet with Europe‘s community.

Discover the exhibiting companies. These leading companies offer new 
opportunities and innovative products to advance your projects.

The V Conference is Europe‘s largest platform for the exchange of business 
and science.

Main Topics

• PVD – Basics, Components & 

Machine Building

• Coatings for Energy Technologies

• Coatings for Tools & Components

• Coatings for Bio-Medical  

Applications

• Coatings for Optics and  

Optical Components

• From Measured Value to  

Digital Twin

• Outside the Box – Creative Topics

Exhibition & Networking

Time to meet, discuss 
and be creative 

Exchange between industry 
and research

Presentation of products & 
services
• Industrial Exhibition & Industrial 

Evening

• V-Dinner | in ambient atmosphere

• EFDS Lightning – new format for 

short pitches

• Panel Discussion

Industrial Exibition

present your range of services 

at the industrial exhibition. 

Secure your exhibition stand 

and give your forward-looking 

ideas new space

Visibility &
Customer Service
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NEW – Tutorial at our partner SBS Metalltechnik GmbH Dresden
This tutorial offers you the unique opportunity to participate in the challenges 
of implementing customer requirements in a production tool.

Vacuum coating systems are high tech, from material selection and design to 
mechanical and electrical construction and process control. 

Experts from the industry will give an insight into the specific aspects of all these 
complex topics such as development, construction, assembly and functional 
testing. The seminar will take place at the premises of SBS Metalltechnik GmbH 
Dresden, a global player in the field of large volume vacuum chambers.

EFDS – Making knowledge work
EFDS is the European network of experts in surface and thin film technology 
for the future questions and solutions of innovative companies and research 
institutions.

The aim of EFDS is to motivate research and innovation through intensive 
exchange and cooperation between all stakeholders and to secure business 
value creation through forward looking ideas.

We support these driving factors for innovation and sustainable growth together 
with partners from business, science and politics.

»Well organised conference, good scope, solid content in the presentations. 
For me, the conference and the accompanying exhibition generated a lot  
of ideas on how to grow my business and professional network. As always: 
great content, new and old experts and really good conversations.«  
Rolf Schäfer (robeko)

»Creative Talk – Outside the Box«
Think outside the box and get new ideas from outside. Opportunities and 
perspectives of thin film technology for quantum technologies. 

How do we make the »quantum leap« transferring science to the economy 
and coupling inventiveness with entrepreneurship?


